TRADE NOTICE

Dated 04.01.2016

Kamarajar Port Limited is intending to provide a window period for handling clean Dry Break Bulk Cargo at General Cargo Berth. The Exporters, Importers and Agents who would like to utilize the General Caro Berth for handling the clean Cargo such as Granite stone, wooden logs, steel coils and any project cargos etc., are invited to use the facilities.

For any details with respect to Traffic and Port operations please contact the following officials:

1. **Shri. V. Krishnasamy, GM (CS &BD)**
   - Mobile: 9789099139
   - Contact: 044 -27950028
   - Email: krishsam@epl.gov.in
     - krishsam2001@yahoo.com

2. **Shri. A. Karuppiiah, Chief Manger (Traffic)**
   - Mobile:9940045591
   - Contact: 044 – 27950025
   - Email: karuppiiah@epl.gov.in

Kamarajar Port Limited